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Abstract Toddlers with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)

were assessed on the Repetitive Behavior Scale-Revised

(RBS-R), which we found to have acceptable internal

consistency. Stereotypical subscale scores showed a neg-

ligible association with cognitive level, but correlated more

strongly with adaptive and social indicators. Relative to

earlier reported RBS-R scores for older age groups, tod-

dlers’ scores trended toward higher stereotyped behavior

and lower ritualistic/sameness behavior. Our findings on

associations with developmental indicators align with those

of researchers who used more resource-intensive repetitive

behavior measures. The convergence of these findings with

those derived from other measurement methods suggests

that the RBS-R, a cost effective parent-report measure, is a

viable means of assessing repetitive behavior in toddlers

with autism.

Keywords Repetitive and restrictive behavior � Repetitive

Behavior Scale-Revised � Toddlers with autism

Introduction

Studies of repetitive and restrictive behavior (RRB) in

toddlers with autism, although only recently emerging, are

beginning to converge around common findings derived

from varied measurement processes. Together, this

research attests to RRB’s early appearance in autism,

divergence from typical development, change during the

toddler period, differentiation among RRB subtypes, and

association with other developmental domains. One under-

explored area is whether assessment of RRB in toddlers

with autism is reliable using accessible cost-effective

measures and whether such instruments yield associations

with developmental functioning that are similar to those

generated from more time-intensive observational coding

measures and parent interviews. An additional gap con-

cerns how RRB changes from early to late toddlerhood in

autism based on such measures and how these changes

compare to those occurring over the lifespan.

Repetitive behavior is not unique to young children with

autism, as it occurs in typical development with patterns

that progress in synchrony with motor, vocal, and neuro-

logical maturation during infancy (Ejiri and Masataka

2001; Thelen 1979).

Typically, high rates of lower order motor stereotypies

beginning in the first year continue into the second (Arnott

et al. 2010) and merge into higher order forms during the 2-

to 4-year age period (Evans et al. 1997). However, despite

its occurrence in typical early development, it is now well

established that RRB’s greater duration and severity in

toddlers with autism distinguish them as a group from both
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typically developing and developmentally delayed peers by

the last half of the second year (Morganet al. 2008; Richler

et al. 2007; Watt et al. 2008; Wetherby et al. 2004). In

prospective longitudinal infant studies, similar group dif-

ferences extend to pre-diagnostic high-risk infant siblings

of children with autism, though with subtler distinctions

than for diagnosed older toddlers (Damiano et al. 2013;

Loh et al. 2007; Ozonoff et al. 2008; Wolff et al. 2014).

These findings of group differences paved the way for

more nuanced explorations of RRB for toddlers with aut-

ism, including age associations within RRB sub-types and

associations with developmental domains.

Repetitive Behavior in Toddlers with Autism

Much of the research on RRB in toddlers with ASD is

based on data from general diagnostic assessments (Guthrie

et al. 2013; Honey et al. 2008; Kim and Lord 2010; Moore

and Goodson 2003; Richler et al. 2007, 2010). Other

researchers have examined RRB among toddlers using

researcher-developed observational protocols (Barber et al.

2012; Christensen et al. 2010; Damiano et al. 2013; Harrop

et al. 2014; Loh et al. 2007; Morgan et al. 2008; Ozonoff

et al. 2008; Watt et al. 2008). However, only one research

group studied RRB in this population using a comprehen-

sive parent report measure targeting a full range of RRB

subtypes (Wolff et al. 2014). Parent report measures have

the advantage of not requiring observational coding and are

simple to administer. If found reliable in wider testing,

parent report measures could be considered as a cost

effective alternative for larger-scale research and for use by

early intervention practitioners.

Age Associations and RRB Subtypes

Researchers have identified repetitive stereotyped move-

ments (sometimes referred to as repetitive sensorimotor)

and insistence on sameness as subcategories of RRB

(Bishop et al. 2013; Lam et al. 2008; Richler et al.

2007, 2010; Turner 1999; Wetherby and Morgan 2007).

Repetitive sensory motor RRB is of a lower order in that it

occurs predominantly in earlier development; insistence on

sameness, which occurs in later development, is of a higher

order. Repetitive sensory motor, often has a motor com-

ponent, such as repetitive body or object manipulations and

motoric mannerisms while insistence on sameness,

involves ritualistic behaviors and resistance to changes in

routines (Cuccaro et al. 2003). These subtypes have been

explored for toddlers with autism using large-sample data

gathered from in-depth diagnostic interviews (Richler et al.

2007, 2010), moderate-sized samples from observational

measures (Morgan et al. 2008; Watt et al. 2008), and a

small sample from a parent questionnaire (Wolff et al.

2014).

Richler et al. (2010) uncovered sharp contrasts when

repetitive sensory motor and insistence on sameness were

analyzed separately in toddlers, demonstrating the impor-

tance of discriminating between higher and lower order

RRB subtypes when drawing conclusions about RRB in

this age group. When RRB trajectories were studied from

ages 2 to 3 and beyond using items from general diagnostic

measures, they showed an overall diminishing pattern for

toddlers with typical development, contrasting with

unchanging levels of repetitive sensory motor and wors-

ening levels of insistence on sameness for toddlers diag-

nosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD; Kim and Lord

2010; Richler et al. 2010). A similar pattern held when

RRB was studied prospectively from 12 to 24 months in

children with and without later ASD diagnoses (Wolff et al.

2014).

Developmental Associations

Linkages between RRB and developmental indicators in

toddlers with autism have been explored for four domains:

social, communication, adaptive behavior, and cognition.

The most investigated associations were between RRB and

social functioning, with consistent findings of concurrent

(Morgan et al. 2008; Watt et al. 2008; Wolff et al. 2014)

and predictive (Richler et al. 2010) negative associations

between RRB and social indicators during the toddler

period. Two studies (Morgan et al. 2008; Watt et al. 2008)

reported concurrent negative correlations between RRB

and communication scores and one found a concurrent

negative association between RRB and adaptive behavior

(Wolff et al. 2014). Less convergence in concurrent find-

ings was seen in studies of relationships between RRB and

cognitive indicators in which no or little correspondence

was found between the two (Kim and Lord 2010; Wolff

et al. 2014); Richler et al. (2010) found a negative rela-

tionship of nonverbal IQ to repetitive sensory motor, but

not to insistence on sameness at age 2. This insistence on

sameness finding was consistent with that reported for 4- to

18-year-olds (Bishop et al. 2013). Findings related to pre-

dictive relationships of overall RRB to later cognitive

outcomes varied, with no predictive association (Kim and

Lord 2010), an association between repetitive behavior at

12 months and cognitive status at 36 months (Ozonoff

et al. 2008), small correlations between lower order RRB in

the second year and cognitive measures in the fourth year

(Morgan et al. 2008; Watt et al. 2008), and high-non-verbal

IQ 2-year-olds showing decreased lower forms of RRB

over time and no predictive association between higher

forms and cognitive ability (Richler et al. 2010).
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To summarize, research on RRB and developmental

associations found negative associations of RRB with

social functioning (concurrent and predictive), communi-

cation (concurrent), and adaptive behavior (concurrent).

Current and predictive negative associations with cognitive

status were found with repetitive sensory motor but not

insistence on sameness for toddlers with autism.

Outstanding Needs in RRB Toddler Research

Measurement systems used in toddler RRB studies fall into

three general categories: observational coding systems

designed for young children with communication delays,

RRB items drawn from non-age-specific autism diagnostic

measures, and a comprehensive non-age-specific RRB

parent report questionnaire. Researchers in the first group

coded and scored behavior samples from the Communi-

cation and Symbolic Behavior Scales (CSBS; Wetherby

and Prizant 2002) or its companion tool, the Repetitive and

Stereotyped Movement Scales (RSMS; Wetherby and

Morgan 2007) to study repetitive sensory motor (Barber

et al. 2012; Damiano et al. 2013; Morgan et al. 2008; Watt

et al. 2008). These assessments permit closely focused

analyses for young children with autism, but the consid-

erable time and expertise required to train, code, and score

observational data limits widespread use.

In the second group of studies, RRB items from autism

diagnostic measures were reported for the Autism Obser-

vation Diagnostic Scale (ADOS; Lord et al. 2000), the

autism diagnostic interview-revised (ADI-R; Kim and Lord

2010; Richler et al. 2007; Richler et al. 2010), and the

Autism Observation Scale for Infants (AOSI; Loh et al.

2007). The ADI-R was the most commonly used instru-

ment in this group. As it uses an intensive parent interview

format, the ADI-R requires considerable time to adminis-

ter. The ADOS was not designed as a comprehensive

assessment of RRB and has relatively few items related to

it and the AOSI, an instrument targeted to high-risk infants

during the first year of life, was not designed for use with

older toddlers.

Only one study has examined RRB using a less resource

demanding parent report measure. Bodfish et al. (2000)

used the Repetitive Behavior Scale-Revised (RBS-R) with

24-month-old toddlers with autism (n = 36), in addition to

other groups. While not toddler specific, the RBS-R is a

comprehensive subscale-differentiated questionnaire feasi-

ble for larger-scale research implementation. With older

children, Bishop et al. (2013) conducted a factor analysis

showing alignment of RBS-R subscales with repetitive

sensory motor and insistence on sameness forms of RRB.

The RBS-R has been found reliable for preschoolers with

ASD (Mirenda et al. 2010); however, its reliability for

toddlers has not been examined.

In addition to its cost effectiveness, if the RBS-R is

determined reliable it has the added benefit of integrating

parents’ close knowledge of their toddlers into the assess-

ment process in field-based practice. Current recommended

practices for early intervention providers call for practi-

tioners to work closely with families to gather assessment

information in all areas of development and behavior

(Division for Early Childhood 2014). In a family-centered

model, such as that defined in Part C of IDEA (‘‘Individ-

uals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act, 20

U.S.C. § 1400’’ 2004), integration of families in the

assessment process provides a natural link to their direct

participation in intervention by strengthening their under-

standing and capacity to support their children’s

development.

Given the limited research on a comprehensive parent

questionnaire format for assessing RRB in toddlers with

autism, study of the RBS-R with a larger toddler sample

could validate and extend findings derived from other

measures that examined age and developmental associa-

tions for lower and higher order RRB. Further, given the

RBS-R’s use with older individuals with autism, compar-

ison of toddler scores with those of older individuals could

provide the field with a better understanding of RRB tra-

jectories over time.

Purpose

This study addressed three questions pertinent to the

development of RRB in toddlers with ASD. First, what is

the internal consistency of the RBS-R total and subscale

scores when used with toddlers? Second, are there associ-

ations among RBS-R total and subscale scores and con-

current measures of cognition, adaptive behavior, and

social competence? Third, are there differences in the

RBS-R total and subscale scores for younger and older

toddler groups and how do any age-delineated toddler

differences compare to subscale scores previously reported

for older age groupings?

Method

Participants

Participants were recruited as part of a larger study, which

was conducted at sites in Indiana, Kansas, and North

Carolina. Participants included 143 toddlers ranging in age

from 16 to 31 months. Eligibility criteria were: English-

speaking family, birth weight [1500 g, absence of co-

morbid conditions (significant visual, hearing, or physical

impairment; brain anomaly or injury; identified syndromes;

or known genetic conditions), limited evidence of joint
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attention (an early indicator associated with autism in

toddlers and the focus of the ensuing JAML intervention),

and findings indicating mild to severe range of concern on

the ADOS-T, described below, when administered by fully

trained personnel. Demographic and developmental char-

acteristics are summarized in Table 1.

Measures

The primary measure for this analysis was the Repetitive

Behavior Scale-Revised (RBS-R; Bodfish et al. 2000),

which was used to assess repetitive and restrictive child

behaviors. The RBS-R distributes 43-items among six

subscales in a parent-completed questionnaire. A factor

analysis identified five factors that align with the instru-

ment’s subscales: Stereotyped Behavior, Compulsive

Behavior, Self-Injurious Behavior, Ritualistic/Sameness

Behavior (combination of the Ritualistic and Sameness

subscales), and Restricted Interests (Lam and Aman 2007),

for which the authors reported high internal consistency

(.78–.91) and good median inter-rater reliability at 67 %

(ranging from 57 % for the Compulsive subscale to 73 %

for the Stereotyped subscale) for the parent-completed

administration format. It is the five subscales that we report

here.

To establish that toddlers met our inclusion criteria, we

used the autism diagnostic observation schedule-toddler

version (ADOS-T; Lord et al. 2012). The ADOS-T is a

recently released version of the ADOS targeted for use

with toddlers and has shown superior sensitivity and

specificity for differential diagnosis for this group when is

compared to earlier ADOS versions. The ADOS-T also

provides a measure of autism severity. Administering

personnel were trained to the highest level of administra-

tion and scoring certification for research administration

and were deemed reliable by the ADOS-T developers. The

ADOS-T is a semi-structured assessment of social inter-

action, communication, play, and imaginative use of

materials. We also used the ADOS-T to evaluate associa-

tions of its subscale scores with those of the RBS-R.

Several additional instruments were used to examine the

association of developmental status with repetitive behav-

ior. The Mullen Scales (1995) assess expressive and

receptive language and cognitive functioning in children

from birth to 68 months. The Mullen is a standardized

measure with five assessment domains. The parent report

version of the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales, Second

Edition (VABS; Sparrow et al. 2005), which evaluates

adaptive behavior from birth through adulthood, was used

to report toddler functioning in the Communication,

Socialization, and Adaptive Behavior domains.

Results

RBS-R Reliability

To evaluate RBS-R reliability on the current sample, item

level data were used to assess the internal consistency of

the total (overall) score and subscale scores from the RBS-

R. The rated scoring method uses a four-point Likert scale

(i.e., a rating of 0–3 indicating the behavior’s occurrence

and severity level) to create simple means of rated scores.

Reliability was estimated as Cronbach’s alpha using SAS

‘‘proc corr’’ on all observations. Alphas fell within

acceptable ranges across all subscales (Total: .92; Stereo-

typed: .74; Self-Injurious: .75; Compulsive: .79; Ritualis-

tic/Sameness: .87; and Restricted: .79).

RBS-R Correlations with Developmental Indicators

Because the RRB data were not normally distributed in our

sample, we used Spearman rank order correlation

Table 1 Demographic description

Participant characteristics (n = 143)

% Male 82 %

Child age in months M/(SD) 25.45 (4.00)

Race/ethnicity

Asian 5 %

Black 13 %

Hispanic 9 %

White (non-Hispanic) 62 %

Other (including mixed) 10 %

Maternal education level

High school diploma or less 17 %

Some college/No bachelor’s degree 37 %

4-year college degree 33 %

Graduate degree 13 %

Family income range

$0–$23,050 22 %

$23,051–$49,999 22 %

$50,000–$74,999 37 %

[$75,000 41 %

Mullen ELC M/(SD) 56.50 (11.30)

Mullen NVDQ M/(SD) 65.44 (18.85)

2.51Vineland ABC M/(SD) 74.30 (9.76)

Vineland social M/(SD) 74.51 (9.75)

ADOS-T: Social Affective M/(SD) 16.72 (3.37)

ADOS-T: RRB M/(SD) 2.52 (1.71)

ELC Early Learning Composite, NVDQ nonverbal developmental

quotient derived from the Mullen fine motor and visual perception

subtests, ABC Adaptive Behavior Composite, ADOS-T autism diag-

nostic observational system-toddler version, RRB repetitive and

restrictive behavior subtest
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coefficients to assess relationships between RBS-R scores

and other variables. These variables included child age, the

Mullen Early Learning Composite, and nonverbal devel-

opmental quotient scores (the latter derived from the Fine

Motor and Visual Reception subscales), the VABS Adap-

tive Behavior Composite and Social Skills and Relation-

ship subscales, and the ADOS-T RRB and Social-Affective

subscales. As reported in Table 2, significant positive

correlations (some weak) were found between age and

three RBS-R scales, including Total (rs = .20, p\ .02),

Compulsive (rs = .29, p\ .001) and Ritual/Sameness

(rs = .17, p\ .04). These analyses suggest that children in

this toddler cohort had somewhat higher overall RRB

levels with increasing age, but for higher order and not

lower order forms of RRB.

The associations of the RBS-R with cognitive and

adaptive behavior measures were mixed. Mullen Early

Learning Composite scores showed a weak negative cor-

relation with the Stereotyped subscale (rs = -.21,

p\ .01). We found a significant but weak negative cor-

relation between Mullen nonverbal developmental quotient

and RBS-R Stereotyped scores (rs = -.19, p\ .02) but no

correlations with other RBS-R scores. The VABS Adaptive

Behavior Composite scores showed negative correlations

with the RBS-R total (rs = -.31, p\ .01), Stereotyped

(rs = -.38, p\ .001), and Self-Injurious (rs = -.28,

p\ .001) scores. Negative associations were also found

between the VABS Social Skills and Relationship sub-

scales subtest and the RBS-R Stereotyped (rs = -.30,

p\ .001), Self-Injurious (rs = -.34, p\ .001), Compul-

sive (rs = -.19, p\ .02), Ritual/Sameness (rs = -.21,

p\ .01), and Restricted (rs = -.17, p\ .03) scores.

Relationships between the RBS-R and the ADOS-T

RRB and Social Affective subtests were also tested and

reported in Table 2. Significant, though weak positive

correlations were found between the ADOS-T RRB the

RBS-R Stereotyped subtest scores (rs = .19, p\ .02) and

between the ADOS-T Social Affective and RBS-R

Stereotyped subtest scores (rs = .21, p\ .01).

Comparison of RBS-R Scores Across Age Groups

Means and standard deviations for RBS-R totals and sub-

scale scores were computed and reviewed. The Ritualistic

and Sameness subscales were combined in accord with

previous factor analysis (Lam and Aman 2007). We

reported these scores separately for toddlers younger and

older than 24 months for differential comparison to an

analysis by Esbensen et al. (2009) who reported RBS-R

scores for age groupings through adulthood.

Scores on the RBS-R for the current sample are reported

in the first two rows of Table 3 followed by scores reported

for older age groupings of individuals with autism previ-

ously reported by Esbensen et al. (2009). Increasing scores

were reported from the under-25 to 25-and-older toddler

age divisions. Of special interest were two subscales,

Stereotyped and Ritualistic/Sameness, as lower and higher

order forms of RRB, respectively. Table 3 shows a pattern

of increasing Stereotyped subscale scores during the tod-

dler period followed by a generally decreasing pattern

through the lifespan. The pattern for the Ritualistic/Same-

ness subscale shows an increasing trend through the toddler

period that continues to increase and then holds steady

through the older childhood age periods before showing a

decreasing trend in adulthood.

Discussion

The findings reported here enhance the emerging research

on parent-reported repetitive behavior in toddlers with

autism and confirm earlier findings (which used more

Table 2 RBS-R correlations with developmental indicators

Developmental indicator RBS-R Scores

Total Stereotypical Self-injurious Compulsive Ritual/sameness Restricted

rho p rho p rho p rho p rho p rho p

Age .20** .02 .11 .19 .11 .19 .29*** \.001 .17* .04 .11 .19

Mullen ELC -.13 .10 -.21** .01 -.10 .22 .005 .96 -.03 .73 -.03 .69

Mullen NVDQ -.11 .20 -.19* .02 -.10 .23 .07 .40 -.04 .64 .02 .77

Vineland ABC -.31*** \.001 -.38*** \.001 -.28*** \.001 -.14 .09 -.15 .09 -.09 .30

Vineland Social -.02 .85 -.30*** \.001 -.34*** \.001 -.19* .02 -.21** .01 -.17* .03

ADOS-T (RRB) .12 .14 .19* .02 .10 .25 .0004 1.00 -.01 .90 .05 .54

ADOS-T (Social) .08 .36 .21** .01 .002 .98 .07 .38 -.03 .76 -.02 .85

ELC Early Learning Composite, NVDQ nonverbal developmental quotient derived from the Mullen fine motor and visual perception subtests,

ABC Adaptive Behavior Composite, ADOS-T autism diagnostic observational system-toddler version

* p\ .05; ** p\ .01; *** p\ .001
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resource-intensive measurement systems) on its relation to

other developmental domains and its pattern of change

over time. We found the Repetitive Behavior Scale-Re-

vised (RBS-R) to be reliable when applied to toddlers with

autism with acceptable internal consistency across sub-

scales, although with a stronger alpha for the total score

than for individual subscales, which had fewer items. This

finding is in line with research confirming the utility and

internal consistency of the instrument for preschoolers

(Mirenda et al. 2010) and individuals across the lifespan

(Lam and Aman 2007).

Associations with Developmental Indicators

The associations we found between repetitive/restrictive

behavior (RRB) and developmental indicators for toddlers

with autism using a parent report measure largely align

with others’ findings that were based largely on more time-

and resource-intensive measures. Scores on the Stereotypic

subscale of the RBS-R are of greatest interest for our

toddler sample since it represents a lower order form of

RRB more commonly observable in younger children

(Bishop et al. 2006). The strongest negative association

between scores on the RBS-R Stereotypic subscale and

other developmental domains was with adaptive behavior,

a finding congruent with Wolff et al. (2014), who also

based their findings on the RBS-R. This strong association

could be explained in part by the fact that both the RBS-R

and VABS adaptive behavior measures were based on

parent report. It is possible that parents rated consistently

across the two instruments (i.e., individually tended toward

either higher or lower ratings on both). However, similar

findings by other researchers investigating social and RRB

associations for toddlers with autism who used different

instrumentation that was not reliant on parent report reduce

this concern (Morgan et al. 2008; Watt et al. 2008). Also,

similar to others (Kim and Lord 2010; Morgan et al. 2008;

Richler et al. 2010; Watt et al. 2008; Wolff et al. 2014), our

finding of a negative association between RRB and cog-

nition was less robust than its association with other

developmental domains.

It is noteworthy that these findings on developmental

associations with RRB, which were based on the RBS-R

parent report measure, replicate earlier toddler findings that

relied on different RRB measures, including the ADI-R

parent interview (e.g., Richler et al. 2010), the ADOS (e.g.,

Kim and Lord 2010), and researcher-developed observa-

tional coding measures (e.g., Morgan et al. 2008). We also

replicated findings of the only other study to use the RBS-R

to assess toddlers with autism, conducted by Wolff et al.

(2014), which was based on a small sample. This conver-

gence of findings provides increased confidence in the

conclusion that higher levels of repetitive behavior in

toddlers with autism are associated with poorer concurrent

social and adaptive behavior status. However, it is impor-

tant to keep in mind that we cannot infer that this associ-

ation is either deterministic for individuals (i.e., applicable

to all individuals) or causative in either direction.

Scores from the RBS-R showed a weak positive relation-

ship to Stereotypical scores from the diagnostic measure

recently adapted for toddlers, the ADOS-T. This weak asso-

ciation was observed for both the RRB and social subcom-

ponents of the ADOS-T. We did not find any correspondence

between the ADOS-T and any other RBS-R subscales. This

finding is understandable in that the diagnostic purpose of the

ADOS-T calls for a measurement system aimed at identifying

autism in toddlers rather than measuring the level of RRB or

differentiating among RRB characteristics.

In sum, we can infer from the negative relationship

between repetitive behavior and other developmental

indicators a tendency for less repetitive behavior in tod-

dlers with autism to occur with higher developmental status

and the reverse scenario for higher levels of repetitive

behavior. However, this association was stronger with

social and adaptive behavior than it was with cognitive

status.

Table 3 Repetitive and Restrictive Behavior Subscale Scores by age groups

Age group n Total Score Stereotyped Self-Injurious Compulsive Ritualistic/Sameness Restricted Interest

16–24 months 61 19.98 (13.31) .98 (.59) .29 (.36) .37 (.39) .33 (.34) .92 (.85)

25–31 months 82 27.06 (15.44) 1.16 (.66) .43 (.48) .69 (.60) .45 (.41) 1.17 (.93)

2–4 years 74 30.92 (17.75) .94 (.52) .69 (.60) .70 (.54) .79 (.62) 1.11 (.82)

5–9 years 87 31.32 (20.06) .97 (.63) .44 (.57) .70 (.62) .88 (.70) 1.43 (.87)

10–13 years 80 28.82 (17.68) .92 (.62) .51 (.51) .66 (.63) .76 (.58) 1.15 (.90)

14–21 years 220 26.91 (19.25) .73 (.64) .46 (.53) .63 (.66) .79 (.63) 1.17 (.93)

22–30 years 122 23.98 (16.58) .59 (.54) .43 (.44) .61 (.57) .73 (.63) .95 (.87)

31–40 years 77 21.60 (12.73) .56 (.42) .46 (.46) .55 (.50) .65 (.60) .64 (.65)

41–50 years 41 21.02 (17.65) .57 (.51) .37 (.38) .60 (.60) .62 (.57) .67 (.79)

51? years 11 14.91 (8.55) .33 (.19) .18 (.16) .52 (.50) .45 (.39) .67 (.92)

Scores in italics were previously reported by Esbensen et al. (2009) and are presented here for comparison
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Repetitive and Restrictive Behavior Differences

and Age Trends

Disparities in others’ findings between repetitive sensory

motor (lower order RRB) and insistence on sameness

(higher order) for toddlers’ developmental associations

with RRB (Kim and Lord 2010; Richler et al. 2010) were

largely upheld in our findings, with stronger RRB and

developmental associations for the Stereotyped than other

subscales. Also, as shown in Table 3, when toddler RBS-R

scores are compared to those of older individuals, toddler

scores are generally higher for the Stereotyped and lower

for the other subscales, especially the Ritualistic/Sameness

subscale, which may be the best RBS-R measure of insis-

tence on sameness (Bishop et al. 2006). (The absolute

scores are not comparable as the upper limit of possible

scores varies among subscales.) This disparity across lower

and higher order RRB forms is expected based on the lower

prevalence of insistence on sameness than of repetitive

sensory motor at earlier ages (Bishop et al. 2006).

In our analysis of RBS-R scores of younger compared to

older toddlers, we observed a pattern of increasing (wors-

ening) scores with toddler age, a pattern also found by

others using different RRB measures (Guthrie et al. 2013;

Richler et al. 2010). When viewed against RBS-R scores

for older age groups previously reported by Esbensen et al.

(2009), this pattern showed a continued increasing trend

over time for all subscales before peaking and beginning a

decreasing pattern during later childhood with, as might be

expected for the lower order form of RRB, earlier peaking

for the Stereotyped (repetitive sensory motor) than for the

Ritualistic/Sameness (insistence on sameness) subscales. In

spite of the greater predominance of stereotypical behavior

for toddlers, the trend of increasing RBS-R scores for

toddlers with autism from early to later toddlerhood

occurred across all RBS-R subscales, indicating the

beginning emergence across the full RRB spectrum during

the early childhood period.

Implications

An important implication from our findings is that a

comprehensive parent report-based instrument can be both

cost effective and reliable as a means of assessing RRB in

toddlers with autism, producing results that align with

findings from more time-intensive observational or inter-

view-based measures. This adds to the RBS-R’s feasibility

and validity for more widespread use in situations in which

an efficient measure is needed, such as in large research

studies or for practitioner use in evaluating RRB change

over time.

This study is an important extension of findings reported

by Wolff et al. (2014), who described RBS-R results for a

small sample of toddlers with autism generated from an

infant sibling study in which parents’ previous experience

having a child with autism may have influenced their rat-

ings. The current study had a large ethnically diverse

sample with a wider range of toddler developmental

functioning but reported findings similar to Wolff and

colleagues’. The ethnic diversity reflected in our sample is

important in that toddlers and families from non-majority

backgrounds are likely to be under-represented in research

due to differential patterns of identification that favor

families who have more economic resources, are more

highly educated, and who are white (Travers et al. 2014).

The findings from our large and diverse sample, together

with their general congruence with research findings based

on more resource intensive measurement processes, add

credence to the viability of the RBS-R for assessing RRB

in toddlers.

Limitations

A few considerations should be taken into account in

interpreting our findings. First, a small number of items on

the RBS-R (e.g., in the Compulsive subscale) are not as

appropriate for toddlers as for older children. Parents may

be more responsive to questions specifically oriented

toward typical toddler experience and less responsive to

those that they may consider less relevant. A second con-

sideration, while not necessarily a limitation, is that our

sample excluded children with evidence of joint attention

according to our strict definition of exchanged looks

between a partner and object while showing evidence of

social, rather than instrumental, interest in the interaction.

The reason for this exclusion was because joint attention

was the primary target of the intervention for the larger

study from which the RRB data were collected. As such,

our sample may not be fully representative of the entire

population of toddlers who might receive an autism diag-

nosis (i.e., it might be a somewhat lower functioning

sample) because, even though joint attention is a unique

area of difficulty for toddlers with autism, it is sometimes

defined in less strict terms than by our criteria. Finally,

although we drew data from a large sample, our findings

should be considered preliminary since ours is only the

second study of RRB in toddlers with autism using the

RBS-R, albeit the first with a large sample.

Conclusion

This study of 143 toddlers with autism used a cost-effective

comprehensive parent report measure to substantiate

emerging findings that repetitive behavior in toddlers with

autism is negatively associated with adaptive behavior and
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social indicators, is minimally associated with cognitive

indicators, and shows a trend towards increasing with age

during the toddler period in higher order forms of RRB.

The RBS-R was found to have an adequate level of internal

consistency when used for our toddler population.
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